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ABSTRACT
In Japan, the percentage of contract culture in the vegetable productions has been
increasing recently, and many producers are required for precise supply of the vegetable
products just like industrial products. However, it is difficult to forecast accurately the
vegetable production in open culture which is easily influenced by weather condition.
Therefore, a vegetable production forecasting application based on the lettuce growth
simulation model was developed to make accurate production forecasting and just-intime shipments of the vegetable products possible.
This application was developed as a Microsoft Excel file. It can acquire specific
meteorological data from the online meteorological database (AMeDAS) and run a
program of the lettuce growth simulation model. It calculates the harvest date and the
yield amount in each planting field, and it estimates the amount of weekly vegetable
production for the producer. By using outdoor time-lapse cameras in the planting fields,
the growth simulation results can be corrected by the vegetation cover ratio of the plant
image data. This application was applied to the local lettuce production on a trial basis.
We confirmed that it could estimate the harvest date in each planting field with 80 to
90% accuracy.
Keywords: Lettuce, production forecast, growth simulation, application, just-in-time,
Japan

1. INTRODUCTION
In Japan, the percentage of contract culture for business-to-business transactions in the
vegetable productions has been increasing recently. Many vegetable producers and
suppliers are required for on-time or on-demand supply of the vegetable products just
like industrial products from food processors and retailers (Minegishi and Thiel, 2000).
However, it is difficult to forecast accurately the vegetable production in open culture
which is easily influenced by weather condition. Therefore, a vegetable production
forecasting application based on the existing lettuce growth simulation model was
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developed in order to make accurate production forecasting and just-in-time shipments
of the vegetable products possible. Lettuce is one of the major vegetable items for
business use in Japan. “Just-in-time” (JIT) is a main concept of “Toyota Production
System” by Toyota Motor Corporation. It is how to manufacture the high-quality
products efficiently and economically, “what is needed, when it is needed, and in the
amount needed”.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF THE APPLICATION
A vegetable production forecasting application was developed. Figure 1 shows the
structure of this application. It is just a file of Microsoft Excel (version 2007 or later)
and it contains a sheet to input the planting data in each field, a sheet to output the
amount of weekly production, web queries to acquire specific meteorological data and a
macro of the crop growth simulation model program (Figure 2).

Figure 1.The structure of the vegetable production forecasting application.
2.1 Lettuce growth simulation model
To develop the vegetable production forecasting application, the existing lettuce
growth simulation model (Okada, et al., 1997) was applied. It enables to calculate daily
dry matter weights as amounts of lettuce growth from data of daily global solar
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radiation and daily average temperature (Figure 1). A program using this model was
composed as a macro on the Excel file. Of course, the growth simulation models for
different crops such as cabbage and spinach can also be applied for this application.
2.2 Weekly production estimation
This application can estimate weekly lettuce production with the growth simulation in
all fields for a vegetable producer. The date when the lettuce head weight arrives at the
harvestable weight is called “harvestable date”. The total amount of harvestable stocks
which have not yet been harvested and shipped on this week is the estimated shipment
on next week.
2.3 Meteorological data acquisition
This application uses “MetBroker” (Laurenson, et al., 2002) and “MetXML” (Tanaka,
2006) to acquire the online meteorological data (met-data). MetBroker is a middleware
to mediate the data exchange between meteorological databases and applications.
MetXML is a web application to provide the met-data as XML, CSV or HTML formats
from MetBroker. It can provide not only the observed values but also the daily average
values of the past 10 years for the future forecasting models.

Field name
Cultivar name
Planting date
Seedling number
Yield rate
Harvestable date
Harvestable yield

Daily simulated
growth amounts

Figure 2. A sample display of the application as an Excel file (all in Japanese).
This is a sheet to calculate harvestable dates and yields in all planting fields.
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2.4 Functions
This application can acquire specific met-data from the online meteorological database
of AMeDAS (Automated Meteorological Data Acquisition System) in Japan via
MetXML, and it can run a program of the lettuce growth simulation model (Figure 2). It
calculates the harvestable date and the yield amount in each planting field, and it
estimates the amount of weekly vegetable production for the producer. In addition by
using outdoor time-lapse cameras in the planting fields, the growth simulation results
can be corrected by the vegetation cover ratio of the recorded image data.

3. VALIDATION OF THE APPLICATION
This application was applied to the local lettuce production in Minamimaki Village
(2007-2008) and in Kawakami Village (2009-2010), Nagano Prefecture on a trial basis.
We confirmed that it could estimate the observed harvest date in each planting field
with 80 to 90% accuracy, if the proper timing of harvest would be within a week (7
days) from the simulated harvestable date in each field. Figure 3 shows that the
observed harvest dates in 85% of the 110 planting fields in 2008 were within a week
from the simulated harvestable dates.
In in Kawakami Village, daily images of the lettuce fields were recorded by the timelapse cameras (Brinno) (Figure 4). We confirmed that the simulated vertical projection
areas of leaves and the simulated vegetation cover ratios nearly fitted the observed
vegetation cover ratios of the fields which were analyzed from the field image data.

Days from planting to harvesting

Observerd
Simulated
Simulated + 7

Planting date in each field

Figure 3. Comparison of the observed harvest dates and the simulated harvestable dates.
In the case of 110 “V Lettuce” planting fields in Minamimaki Village in 2008.
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Figure 4. A image which was recorded by a time-lapse camera in the planting field.
In Kawakami Village in the summer of 2009.

4. DISCUSSION
A vegetable production forecasting application with the lettuce growth simulation
model which can acquire the online met-data was developed, and it was validated based
on the data of the local lettuce production. Now we are improving this application and
testing it in some production area in Japan.
A major subject of future investigation is that a total vegetable production system for
just-in-time shipments with higher reliability will have to be constructed. For this, it is
important that this application will correspond with variable production techniques to
grow good-quality vegetable products as scheduled.
In order to verify the growth simulation result on each planting field, it is required to
observe the field in real time. A remote monitoring system with an automatic shooting
camera and a data communication function such as “Field Server” (Fukatsu, et al.,
2005) might be available. By using such system, we will are planning to carry out
verification tests of the vegetable production forecasting application.
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